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Abstract: Depth image-based rendering (DIBR) technology is an approach to creating a virtual 
3D image from one single 2D image. A desired view can be synthesised at the receiver side using 
depth images to make transmission and storage efficient. While this technique has many 
advantages. one oftbe key challenges is how to fill the holes caused by disocclusion regions and 
wrong depth values in the warped left/right images. A common means to alleviate the sizes and 
the number of holes is to smooth the depth image. But smoothing results in geometric distortions 
and degrades the depth image quality. This study proposes a hoLe-filling method based on the 
oriented texture direction. Parallax correction is first implemented to mitigate the wrong depth 
values. Texture directional information is then probed in the background pixels where holes take 
place after warping. Next., in the warped image. holes are filled according to their directions. 
Experimental results shO\ved that this algorithm preserves the depth information and greatly 
reduces the amount of geometric distortion. 
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Introduction 

Three-dimensional images have gained popularity recently. 
Many movies nowadays are recorded and presented in 
stereoscopic 3D format. They bring a more life-like and 
visually immersive experience. People are no longer 
satisfied by the current 2D images or video contents and 
would like to pursue more visual effects through 3D images 
or videos. 

A typical 3DTV system is composed of six main 
components: 3D image capturing and content, 3D content 
image coding, transmission, decoding the received 
sequences, generating virtual views, and displaying the 
stereoscopic images on the screen (Redert et aI., 2002; Flack 
et aI., 2003; Fehn et aI., 2004). The stereoscopic images 
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must be synthesised by at least two <left and right eye) 
images or multi-images which makes transmission and 
storage very inefficient for a real-time video system. 
Consequently, the European Information Society 
Technologies (European 1ST) started the Advanced 
Three-dimensional Television at the System Technologies 
(ATTEST) project (Redert et aI.. 2002). They proposed a 
depth image-based rendering (DlBR) technology in which 
the multiple images for 3D image synthesis can be 
generated from a single 2D image and the corresponding 
depth image (Fehn, 2004). 

The DlBR scheme is based on preprocessing of the 
depth image which includes the following procedure: First, 
every pixel in the original colour image uses a 
corresponding depth map to calculate the new location in 
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Three-dimensional images have gained popularity recently. 
Many movies nowadays are recorded and presented in 
stereoscopic 3D format. They bring a more life-like and 
visually immersive experience. People are no longer 
satisfied by the current 2D images or video contents and 
would like to pursue more visual effects through 3D images 
orvideos. 

must be synthesised by at least two <Ieft and right eyel 
images or muJti-images which m泌的 transmission and 
storage very inefficient for a real-time video system. 
Consequent紗 the European Information Society 
TechnoJogies (European 1ST) started the Advanced 
Three-dimensional Television at the System Technologìes 
(ATTεST) project (Redert et al 叫 2002).τhey proposed a 
depth image-based rendering (DlBR) technology in which 
the multiple im喜惡es for 3D image synthesis can be 
generated from a single 2D image and the corresponding 
depth ima.εe (Fehn, 2004). 

A typical 3DTV system is composed of six main 
∞mponents: 3D image capturing and content, 3D content 
image coding, transmission, decoding the received 
sequences, generating virtual views, and displaying the 
stereoscopic images on the screen (Redert et al叫 2002; Flack 
et al., 2003; Fehn et al., 200份. The stereoscopic images 
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The DlBR scheme is based on preprocessin冬 of the 
depth image which includes the following procedure: First, 
every pixel in the original colour image uses a 
corresponding depth map to calculate the new location in 
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the virtual (left or right) images. Then, based on these 
parallax values, pixels are shifted to the virtual image. This 
procedure is called 'image warping'. As a result, the DlBR 
can not only reduce the transmission time and storage space 
but also synthesise any 3D image as if they were captured 
from several points of view. 

However, DlBR technology has two serious problems in 
the warping step (Curti et aI., 2002). The first problem is the 
occlusion problem. Occlusion occurs when two pixels are 
shifted to the same pixel location in the virtual image. The 
occlusion problem is resolved by choosing the pixel which 
has the least distance from the viewer (Nguyen et aI., 2009). 
The other problem is the disocclusion problem. Owing to 
sharp depth transition in the depth image, newly exposed 
areas (so called 'holes') appear in the virtual image after 
warping. There are two common approaches to remove the 
disocclusion. One is to fill the disocclusion by using 
neighbour colour information such as interpolation, 
extrapolation (Vazquez et aI., 2006), mirroring of 
background colour, or image in painting (Cheng et aI., 
2008). The other is to preprocess the depth image before 
image warping such as with Gaussian smoothing (Tam 
et aI., 2004; Tam and Zhang 2004; Zhang and Tam, 2005). 
Although these methods can reduce the disocclusion areas, 
geometric distortion will appear in virtual images. This 
study proposes a directional hole-filling method based on 
the DlBR system for 3D views. The method also 
preprocesses the depth image: however, it is 
computationally efficient and effectively eliminates the 
disocclusion areas with most of the original depth 
information preserved. 

The DlBR technology is introduced in Section 2 and the 
proposed method is described in Section 3. Section 4 
presents some experiment results and a conclusion is given 
in Section 5. 

2 Related work 

As in the DlBR system, when the depth map and one 
monocular image are received, two or more virtual images 
are to be generated to reconstruct the 3D view. For the sake 
of simplicity, we assume that the original image is an 
intermediate image and the 3D image is a binocular one 
with the virtual left and the virtual right image half shifted. 
Also, the construction of the virtual right image is similar to 
that of the virtual left image. Therefore, we only discuss the 
construction ofthe virtual left image. 

2.1 Parallax values 

To display a 3D image on a dedicated screen, we have to 
evaluate the parallax value and the relative number of pixels 
to be shifted. Given one point P with the depth Z in the 
world, P is projected onto the image plane with the formula 
for 3D image warping described as follows: 

1(4'1' 1(4'1)x/=xc +2" Z-)andxr =xc -2"lZ-' {l} 

where Xc is the coordinate of an intermediate image, X, and Xr 

are the new coordinates in the virtual left and right image 
according to the depth value Z. tx represents the baseline 
distance, usually equal to the interocular distance, and 1 is 
the focal length of the camera. In general, tx and1 are set to 

be constant. Therefore the disparity (tx ;1) in (I) can also 

be expressed in the unit of the pixel as: 

depth value)total parallax = AI· 1- , (2)(- 255 

where M is the maximum parallax in the pixel, and 
depth_value is the grey value in the depth map. As in 
Figure 2(a), the depth map is a grey-valued image where 
each grey value is associated with a depth value. A point 
with a smaller (larger) grey value corresponds to a position 
farther (nearer) from the viewer. When the parallax value of 
(2) for each pixel is evaluated, the virtual left images can be 
created shifting the input image pixels by a half of 
(totalyarallax). For the sake of simplicity, let parallax 
(totalyarallax)12. Several studies (Redert et aI., 2002) have 
suggested that the maximum parallax value should be within 
5% of the width of a standard 4 x 3 image to have a 
comfortable view. Since parallax value is determined by the 
depth value and the width of the screen, we use parallax as 
the parameter in our method. 

2.2 Preproct'ssing (?ldt'pth image 

As mentioned, the problems of occlusion and disoccolusion 
occur when pixels shift. The latter causes some positions in 
the virtual image to have no values. These 'holes' appear 
between two objects with different parallax values as shown 
in Figure I. Many studies have been dedicated to solving 
the 'holes'. Tam et al. (2004) proposed a symmetric 
Gaussian smoothing filter to reduce the size and the number 
of holes. Figure 2 shows symmetric smoothing results for 
the sequence 'Interview'. However, this method results in 
geometric distortions in the virtual image, as shown ill 
Figures 2(e) to 2(f). To improve upon this drawback. 
another study (Zhang and Tam, 2005) proposed an 
asymmetric Gaussian smoothing filter in which the vertical 
standard deviation (0",.) is larger than the horizontal standard 
deviation (0"11) as shown in Figure 3. We can notice that the 
warped image has a good subjective quality, avoiding most 
of the geometric distortion and eliminating or reducing the 
holes. As suggested in their studies, the standard deviations 
in the Gaussian filters are 0"11 = 0"" = 30 (Tam et aI., 2004) 
and 0"11 10, O"v = 90 (Zhang and Tam, 2005) for the 
symmetric and asymmetric ones, respectively. The window 
size is usually three times that of the standard deviation. The 
computation cost is a concern since the smoothing is applied 
on every point in the depth map. In addition, the depth 
information is seriously degraded after smoothing. Some 
other proposed edge dependent methods are described as 
follows. In order to preserve the visual quality, these 
methods modify the depth map only on the boundary of two 
objects with different parallax values where holes would be 
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the virtual (Ieft or right) images. Then, based on these 
parallax values, pixels are shifted to the virtual image. This 
procedure is cal1ed ‘ im總e warping'. As a result, the D1BR 
can not only reduce the transmission time and storage space 
but also synthesise any 3D image as if they were captured 
from several points ofview. 

However, D1BR technology has two serious problems in 
the warping step (Curti et 仗， 2002). The first problem is the 
occ\usion problem. Occ\usion occurs when two pixels are 
shifted to the same pixel location in the virtual image. The 
occlusion problem is resolved by choosing the pixel which 
has the le的t distance from the viewer (Nguyen et 仗， 200的.

The other problem is the disocc\usion problem. Owing to 
sharp depth transition in the depth image, newly exposed 
areas (so cal1ed ‘holes') appear in the virtual image a食:er

warping. There are two common approaches to remove the 
disocclusion. One is to fill the disocc\usion by using 
neighbour colour information such 的 interpolation，

extrapolation (V在zquez et 吼， 2006), mirrori峙。f
background colour, or image in painting (Che時 et 泣，

2008). The other is to preprocess the depth image before 
image warping such as with Gaussian smoothing (Tam 
et al., 2004; Tam and Zhang 200余 Zhang and Tam穹 2005).

Although these methods can reduce the disocclusion areas、

geometric distortion wil\ appear in virtual im挂ges. This 
study proposes 器 directional hole-filling method based on 
the D1BR system for 3D views. The mcthod al50 
preprocesses the depth image: how話ver彎 it ìs 
computationally efticì如t and effectively eliminates the 
disocclusion areas with most of the 衍地inal depth 
information preserved. 

The D1BR t的hnology is introduced in Section 2 and the 
proposed method is described in Section 3. S缸ction 4 
presents some experiment results and a concJusion is given 
in Section 5. 

2 Related work 

As in the D1BR system司 when the depth map and one 
monocular image are received, two or more virtual images 
are to be generated to reconstr泌的 the 3D view. For the s車ke
of simplicity, we assume th缸.t the original image is a綴

interme剎車te image and the 3D image is a binocular one 
with the virtual Ieft and the virtual right image half shifted. 
AIso, the construction of the virtual right image is simiIar to 
that of the virtualleft image. Therefor缸， we only discuss the 
construction ofthe virtualleft image. 

2.1 ParaUαx values 

To display 轟 3D image on a dedicated screen, we have to 
evaluate the p發ral1ax value and the relatíve number of pixels 
to be shifted. Given one point P with the depth Z in the 
world, P is proje心ted onto the image plane with the formula 
for 3D ima終e warping described 紛 follows:

1(~.f~. 1(~.f~ 
X, =Xc ι 1 and Xr = Xc --':-1 'A _J 1, (1) 

2\. Z ) - 2\.、 Z ) 

where Xc is the coordinate of an intermediate image, x, and Xr 

are the new coordinates in the virtual left and right im略e

according 紛紛e depth value Z. ty repr活sents the baseline 
distance, usually equal to the interocular distance, and f is 
the focal length of the camera. In gener祉， tx andf are set to 

b閃閃t. Therefore 恥 dispadty(平)約 (1) can also 

be expressed in the unit ofthe pixel as: 

(, dc'epth_ val榔 1
total _ parallax = M.I I … 1, (2) 

九 255 ) 

where M is the maximum paralJax in the pixel, and 
depth_value is the 冬rey value in the depth m器p. As in 
Figure 2(a), the depth map is a grey-valued image where 
each grey value is associated with a depth value. A poìnt 
with a smal1er (Iarger) grey value corresponds to 器 posítion

farther (nearer) 全om the viewer. When the parallax value of 
(2) for 時ch pixel is evaluated, the virtualleft images can be 
created shifting the input image pixels by a half of 
(totalyarallax). For the sake of simplicity, let parallax 
( totalyaral/.叫/2. Several studies (Redert et al吟 2002) have 
suggested th揖t the maximum parallax value should be within 
5% of the width of 誰 standard 4 x 3 image to have a 
comfortable view. Since parallax value is determined by the 
depth value and the width of the screen, we use pαra/l.似的

the param\!ter in our method. 

2.2 Preprυc<!ssing (?f'd<!pth imagè 

As mentioned.學 the problems of occlusion and disoccolusion 
occur when pixels shift. The latter causes some positions in 
the virtual image to have nO \ialues. These ‘ holes' appear 
between two objects with different parallax values as shown 
in Fi那re 1. Many studies have b\!en dedicated to solving 
the ‘holes'. Tam et al. (2004) proposed a symmetric 
Gaussian smoothing tìlter to reduce the size and the number 
of holes. Fi鑫ure 2 始ows symmetric smoothing results for 
the sequence 'Interview\However, this method resuJts in 
geometric distortionsηthe virtual image, as shown in 
Figures 2(e) to 2(f)‘ To improve 吟。n this d除.wback.

another study (Zhang 部d Ta惚， 2005) proposed an 
asymmetric Gau鈴ian smoothing filter in which the vertical 
standard deviation (0",.) is larger than the horizontal 蜘ndard

deviation (O'!I) as shown in Figure 3. We c草n notice that the 
warped image has a good subjective quality, avoiding most 
of the geometric distortion and eliminatin草 or reducin忽 the

holes. As suggested in their studies, the standard deviations 
in the Gaussian filters are 0'.μ = 0',. = 30 (Tam et al可 2004)

and 0'μz 諦， 0'. = 90 (Zhang 間d Ta絲， 2005) for the 
symmetric and asymmetric ones, respectively. The window 
size is usua\ly three times that of the standard deviation. The 
computation cost is a concem since the sm∞，thing is applied 
on every point in the depth map. In addition, the depth 
information is seriously degraded after smoothing. Some 
other proposed edge dependent methods are described as 
follows. In order to preserve the visual quality, these 
methods modify the depth map only on the boundary of two 
objects with different parallax values where holes would be 
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present. Chen et al. (2005) proposed an edge dependent 
depth-based symmetric smoothing filter, as shown in 
Figure 4(a). Lee and Effendi (2011) proposed an 
edge-oriented method using both smoothing filters as shown 
in Figure 4(b). Their method first predicts locations of 
holes. An asymmetric Gaussian filter is used if there is 
enough vertical texture for a 'hole' region. and a symmetric 
Gaussian filter is used for the rest of the 'hole' regions. 

Figure I 	 The disoccolusion schematic diagram (see online 
yersion for colours) 

Original ima~ 

\~1t'tU3lleft image 

EJ .Background point J!!j .Foreground point EJ Hole 

(Have large parallax value) (Ha~'e smaller parallax value) 

Figure 2 	 Symmetric smoothing preprocessing. (al and (b) are the 
original depth map and image: (cl symmetric smoothed 
depth map: (d) yirtualleft yiew after 3D image 
warping: (e) and (f) geometric distortions shown in 
enlarged segments from (d) 

(a) 	 (b) 

Figure 2 	 Symmetric smoothing preprocessing. (a) and (b) are the 
original depth map and image: (c) symmetric smoothed 
depth map: (d) virtual left view after 3D image 
warping: (e) and (f) geometric distortions sho\\n in 
enlarged segments from (d) (continued) 

(e) 	 (f) 

Figure 3 	 Asymmetric smoothing preprocessing. (a) smoothed 
depth map: (b) virtual left view. (c) and (d) are the 
enlarged segments from (b) [as in Figure 3(e) and 3(0] 
for comparison 

(a) 	 (b) 

(cl 	 (d) 

Figure 4 	 Smoothed segments ofthe 'interview' depth map by 
the method of (a) Chen et al. (2005). and (b) Lee and 
Effendi (2011) 

(al 	 (b) 

3 Proposed method 

To improve upon the shortcomings of smoothing depth 
map. we propose a direction hole-filling method. The 
method includes five steps: parallax correction, hole region 
deleclion. lexture detection, texture enhancement and 
hole-filling. Figure 5 shows the diagram of the proposed 
scheme. For two adjacent points, PI and P~ with PI is on the 
left of P~, we say PI is a background pixel and Pz is a 
foreground pixel (relatively) if PI has larger parallax than 
Pz does. In fact, there would be a hole between PI and P: 
after warping. 

3.1 ParalleL" correction 

A depth image obtained from a database usually has some 
noise caused by absence of depth information as shown in 
Figures 6(a) and 6(c). These noise points with wrong depth 
value result in large parallCLT values and cause artefacts in a 
warped image. 

Direction hole-fi/ling methodfor a 3D view generator 

present. Chen et al. (2005) proposed an edge dependent 
depth-b扭扭d symmetric smoothing filter, 講s shown in 
Figure 4(a). Lee and Effendi (2011) proposed an 
edge爛oriented method using both smoothi時 filters as shown 
in Fígure 4(b), Their method first predìcts locations of 
holes. An asymmetric Gaussian filter is used if there is 
enough vertìcal texture for a 'hole‘ region. and a symmetric 
Gaussian filter is used for the rest ofthe 'hole' regions. 

Fi草ure 1 The disoccolusion schematic di話gram (see online 
、 ersion for colours) 

Origi揖al為a~

\1訓ual1eft拉nage

EJB肘kground point 靶 Focegroun是point EJ 臨1e
CHa、'e large para1lax 叫世(Ha~'e smal1哲F缸a11ax v哀怨到

Figure 2 Symmetric smoothin咚 preprocessing﹒終l and (bl ar宮 the
。ri皂inal 這epth map and image: (cl symmetríc smoothed 
depth map: (社) virtualleft 毛 iew after 3D ima皂t
、W、arpin皂志: (給垃) and (f釘} 幸eomet甘ri拾c di誌st紛or叫t“io位踹ssho、叭w可'n in 
enl泌在E咚惡ed segments from (d) 

(a) (bl 

Fi章發re 2 Symmetric smoothin皂 pr宮processin惡. (a) and (bl are thc 
ori惡inal d信仰h mapand ima草草:“}泠rmmetric smoothed 
depth map: 給) virtual le ft vie\v 單純er 3D ima惡e
warpin惡;但) and (f)惡eometric distortions sho\\n i給
enlar惡ed 認惡ments from (d) (continued) 

(e) {。
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Fi喜滋re 3 Asymmetric smoothin惡 preprocessin草. (a) smoothed 
depth map: 你) virtualleft vÍew. (c) and (d) are the 
enlarg.叫 segments from (b) [as in Figure 3(e) and 3( t)] 
for comparison 

(a) 
) .hu ( 

(cl (d) 

的gure 4 Smoothed se惡ments ofthe 'intervicw‘ depth map 的，
the mcthod of何l Chen et al. (2005). and 期 Lee and 
Effe組i (2011) 

(在}
} LO ( 

3 Proposed 磁ethod

To improve 叩on the sho吋仰míngs of sm∞thin冬 depth

map. we propose a direction hole-fi\l ing method. The 
method inc\udes five steps: parallax correcüon, hole region 
deleclion. lexlllre detection, lextllre enhancemenl 如d

hole-fil/ing. Figure 5 shows the diagram of the prop的ed

scheme. For two adjacent points, P, and P~ with P, is on the 
left of P立， we s在.y P, is 在 background pixel and P2 is a 
foreground pixel (rel在tively) if P1 has 1在rger paraJl.位 than

Pz does. In fact, there would be a hole between P, and P: 
after warping. 

3.1 Paralla.,< correction 

A depth image obtained from a database usually has some 
noise caused by 的皂白lce of depth information as showηtn 
Figures 6(a) and 6(c). These noise points with wrong depth 
value 防部It in large parallCL'c values and cause artefacts in a 
warped image. 
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Figure 5 	 Block diagram of the proposed scheme (see online 
version for colours) 

Depth image Color image 

1 	 ICalculate Parallax & 

Parallax Correction 

Hole region detection Texture detection -
Texture 

Enhancement 

t 
3D Image Warping 

Hole-Filling 

Figure 6 	 The parallax correction, (a) and (c) are before, and 
(b) and (d) are after (see online version for colours) 

l. 

(a) 	 (b) 

(c) 	 (d) 

Observing the parallax values of image points row-wise, 
most of points are of the same value except those places 
where there are boundaries between the background area 
and foreground area. Based on this observation, we first 
identify that those points may be noise, and correct the 
parallax value by the homogeneity property if they indeed 
are noises. The method is explained as follows. If Pi is a 
background point relative to its right neighbour with large 
parallax, examination of the parallax values of the four 
immediate left neighbours will be executed. If Pi is not a 
noise, then its four immediate left neighbours should have 
the similar parallax as P;'s. On the other hand, if this is not 
the case, then correction of parallax should be done. To 

make the correction, a mode operator on 3 x 5 filter is 
applied to each of the four immediate left neighbours and P" 
Figure 7 depicts the correction scheme. To view the effect 
of parallax correction, we convert the modified paral/a>: 
value back to the depth value, as shown in Figure 6(b) and 
Figure 6(d). 

Figure 7 	 The parallax correction scheme (see online version 
for colours) 

Locate noise candidate Pi: 

Bukgronnd.point Fonground point 

VParollilx(p1) - Parollilx(p/+l):> Tho &, Parallilx(Pl)::> Till 

Further eXamination for parallax homogeneity: 

if min{IParallax(B.+1) - Parallax(B,)1 '-1-1, IParallax(B1l· {','I'<lII<«(/" I: '1 

do Parallax Correction by Mode operator on 3x5 filter from Bj to P, 

3xS fill.rlo do die 
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3.2 Hole region detection 

The homogeneous area in the depth image would not cause 
holes after 3D [mage warping. In other words, the holes are 
usually near sharp depth discontinuity areas like object 
boundaries. For the virtual left view. holes occur on the 
position where paralla;; values are in transition from large 
to small. Thus. we can use formula (3) to predict the hole 
pixel after 3D image warping and label this pixel as 
//ole(x, y) '" I: 

paralla:x(x+ I, y)- paralla:x(x, y) > 1h2 
I, 

(for the left virtual view) 

paralla:x(x, y)- paralla:x(x-l, y) > Th:. (3)
Hole(x,y) = 

(for the right virtual view) 

0, otherwise 

where the paralla:x(x, y) is the parallax value at position 
(x, y) which equals to (totalyarallax)/2 from the formula 
(2). 

3.3 Texture detection 

After hole region detection step, we need to detect the 
texture feature and direction around of the hole neighbours 
using edge information. The texture features are divided 
into four directions: 0° (horizontal), 90° (vertical), 45°, and 
135°. And they are determined by applying four directional 
Sobel filters on the original image. 

I~h........................~ 
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Figure 5 Block diagram ofthe proposed scheme (see on1ine 
version for colours) 
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Texture 
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; 

3D Image Warp泊草
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Hole-Fí泌ng

Figure 6ηle parallax correction, (a) and (c) are before, and 
(防部d (d) are after (see online version for colours) 

(a) 
) ku ( 

(c) (d) 

Observing the paralla:x values of image points ro特wise，

most of points are of the same value except those places 
where there are boundaries between the background area 
and foreground 器rea. Based on this observatiol苦， we 位rst

identify that those points may be noise, and correct the 
para!l.αx value by the homogeneity prope前y if they indeed 
are noises. 官le method ís explained as follows. If Pí is a 
background point r可~lative to its right neighbour with large 
parall缸， examination of the para!l.αx values of the four 
immediate left neighbours will be executed. If Pí is not a 
noise, then its four immedíate left neighbours should have 
the similar paralla:x as P;'s. On the other hand, if this is not 
the case, then correction of paran服 should be done. To 

make the correction, a mode operator on 3 x 5 filter is 
applied to each ofthe four immediate left neighbours and P,. 
F站ure 7 depicts the correction scheme. To view the effect 
of paran研 correction， we convert the modífied parallw: 
value back to the depth value，車s shown in Figure 6(b) and 
Fígure 6(d). 

Figure 7 The parallax ωrrection scheme (see on1ine version 
for ∞lours) 
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3.2 Ho/e region detection 

The homogeneous area in the depth image would not cause 
holes after 3D !mage warping. In other words , the holes are 
usua l1y near sharp depth discontinuity areas like object 
boundaries. For Ihe virtual left view、 holes occur on thc 
position where paralla;; values are i泣 transítion 升。m lar草t

10 smal\. Thus. we can use formula (3) to predict the hole 
pixel after 3D image warpíng and label this pixel as 
!!o/e(x, y) 品 1:

Ho/e(x, y) = 

1. p，ω'all州x+l， y卜戶lf'al!.剩几 y)> 1h2 

(如r the left vi給1a1 view) 

parallax(x， 卅一悶。lI.叫x仆， y)> 拓、
~ (3) 

(如 the 討ghtvi恥a1 vi制)

0, otherwise 

where the parau'倍(x， y) ís the par在llax value at position 
紋， y) whích equals to (totalyaraU叫)/2 from the formula 
(2). 

3.3 Texture detection 

After ho/e regìon detection step, we need to detect the 
texture feature and direction around of the hole neighbours 
usíng edge ínformation. The texture features are divided 
into four dírections: 00 (1的rizontal)， 900 (vertícal), 45弋 and

1350
• And they are determined by applyin終 four directional 

Sobe/ filters on the original image. 
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Assuming P is located on (x, y) with Hole(x, y) = I, let k 
be the strongest response direction (k E {0°, 90°, 45°, 135°}) 
determined of P by four directional Sobel operators. Due to 
the digitalised effect on natural images, a vertical line may 
have points located on its adjacent left or right) column. 
Therefore, the vertical (90°) response of a point (x. y) is the 
maximum of {ISobe/90(x - I. y)l, ISobe/()()(x, .v)l, ISobe/()()(x + 
1. y)I}. Similarly, the response on 45 0 texture is the 
maximum of {ISobeI4S(x 1, y - 1)1. ISobeI4S(x, Y)I. 
ISobel4S(x + I, y + I )1}. A similar argument applies for 
determining texture in the directions of 0°. 1350 as well. 

After the strongest response k is detennined, we 
examine whether this texture is sufficient on P. Along the 
direction k, n consecutive points are examined. Let Q be 
such a point to be examined. First, only background points 
will be examined. This is done by 

(parallax(Q») S (para/lax(P)-I). 	 (4) 

Table I 	 The tour pos/neg searching directions and 
corresponding points to be examined (i = I - nl 

0° 90° 45° 1350 

Po:;. direction -II> t ~ ~ 

Points 

Neg. direction 

AI 

-of-

BI 

.. 
C, 

It!' 
DI , 

Points A-J B_i ('_I D_I 

Next. check whether Q also has a strong texture response on 
the direction k. If both conditions are satisfied, then label 
Sek( Q) = I. As in Lee and Effendi (20 II). if the sum of Sek 
on these n points is large enough, then we record the texture 
on the hole Pas k. In particular. one texture may appear in 
one of the two directions. For example. when k = 90°, the 
vertical texture may occur upward of P or downward of P. 
Thus. we examine n consecutive points in two passes for 
both directions. Table I summarises which points to be 
examined where A In and 04 1- 1)-(-11) represent two 
examination directions (positive and negative) of 0°, and the 
same to Bi , C. D, for 90°, 45°, 135° textures, respectively. 

Figure 8 describes the procedure of determining whether 
a hole point P possesses a texture property. To be more 
specific, we use lexlure(P) = kJ (or k z) to denote that a hole 
point P has a texture on the positive (or negative) k 

Figure 8 The texture search processing (Th2 1 ) 

direction. Finally, assign texture(P) c5 if P cannot fulfil the 
requirement. Formula (5) summarises the procedure. 

n 

kl LSedg) > Tilt. 
;=1 

n 

texture( P) =: k2 LSek (Q_.) > Th. (5) 
i=! 

i5 otherwise 

3 . .f Texture enhancement 

After texture detection. the vertical texture will be 
reinforced because human vision is more sensitive to 
vertical texture. In the following texture enhancement 
procedure. the comparison of textures is based on four 
directions only. regardless of whether the textures are 
positive or negative. For a given hole point P with 
lex/ure(P) = 90°, if A and B are two hole-points above and 
below P. respectively, the following check up will be 
executed: 

Case 1 lexture(A) = texture(B):f. 90° 

Starting from B, if these five consecutive points below Pare 
hole-points. then their teJ<.:ture properties will be examined. 
If they all have the same texture, then lexlure(P) is set to be 
the same as lexlure(A) for the homogeneity of the texture in 
the neighbouring points. 

Case 2 texture(A) :f.lexlure(B) 

Starting from B, we look for downwards hole-points that 
have similar texture to P's (Le., texture 90°). If there are r 
consecutive hole-points below P and Q is the farthest one 
found that has the same texture as P's, we change the 
texture for every point between P and Q to be the same as 
lexlure(P). According to our tests. check for 3S points 
below P gives satisfactory results. Figure 9 shows the 
texture enhancement scheme. We only check the points 
downwards since the texture enhancement is done in 
raster-scan order processing. 

Repeat the tollowing process twice. one for; == 1 to n and the other for i == -1 to -n 

if k = 0 then Qi = Ai IlhorizontaJ direction 

if k 90 then Qi Bi Ilvertical direction 

if k = 45 then Qi = Ci Iidiagonal towards northeastern (southwestern) direction 

if k= 135 thenQi Oi Iidiagonal towards southeastern (northwestern) direction 

Direction hole-filling methodfor a 3D vìew generator 

Assuming P ís located on 紋，丹 wíth Hole紋， y) = 1, 1et k 
be the strongest response direction (k ε{OO， 900 , 45弋 1350})
determined of P by four directional Sobel operators. Due to 
the digitalised effect on natural images, a vertica1 line may 
have points 10cated on its adjacent left or right) column. 
Therefo惚， the vertical (峙。) response of a poìnt (x. y) is the 
maximum of {ISobel，叫x-I ‘ y)I ， ISobe/鳴(x‘ .v)l ， ISobelc)(lx + 
仁 Y)I}. Similarl)九 the response on 45 0 texture is the 
maximum of {ISobel紛紛﹒ 1 ， Y - 1)1“ ISobel4S(x‘ Y)I. 
ISobel4S(x + 1, y + 1)1}. A similar ar.怠ument applies for 
determining texture in the directions of 0弋 1350 as well. 

A fter the stron鑫est response k is determined, we 
examine whether this texture is sufficient on P. Alon皂 the

direction k. n consecutive points are ex誰1τlined. Let Q be 
such a point to be examined. First. only background points 
will be examined. This is done by 

(parall品(Q))叫parallax(P)一 1). (4) 

Table I The tòur pos/neg searchin惡 directions and 
corresponding points 10 be ex益mine挂 (i= I 、 n)

。。 90。 -15。 135。

Pos. direction F可... + F \~ 

Points .4, B, 已 D, 
?有Je皂. dir官ction 縛…﹒ 步 Jt!' 取\

Points A -J B_i 〈亡2 D呵，

Next‘ check whether Q also has a 泌的ng texture response on 
the direction k. If both conditions are satisfied, then label 
Sek( Q) = 1. As in Lee and 虹的ndi (2011)兩 if the sum of Sek 
on these n points is large enough、 then we record the texture 
on the hole P as k. In particular‘ one texture may appear in 
one of the two directions. For example, when k 耳 90弋 the

vertical texture may occur upward of P or downward of P. 
Thu乳 we examine n consecutive points in two passes for 
both directions. Table 1 summarises which points to be 
examined where A 111 and Al如 1) 卡的 represent two 
examination directions (positive and neεative) 0[00 , and the 
same to B;. ç尸 D， for 9妒，是5弋 1350 textures‘ respectively. 

Fi忍ure 8 describes the procedure of determining whether 
a hole point P possesses a texture property.τo be more 
specific, we use texture(P) = k J (or k z) to denote that a hole 
point P has a texture on the positive (or negative) k 

Figure 8τhe texture search processing ( Th2 口 1 ) 
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dìrection. Finally, assign texture(P) ð ìf P cannot fulfil the 
requirement. Formu1a (5) summarises the procedure. 

n 

kl LSed{b) > Tht ‘ 
í=l 
n 

texture( P) =: I k2 LSed釗〉均每 (5) 
i=l 

d otherwi終

where (尤 QJ E {(OO, .4,). (900 , B,). (衍。• C,). (1350
• D;)}. 

3. .J Texlure enhancemenl 

After texture detectìon‘ the vertical texture wil\ be 
reìnforced because human vìsìon ìs more 餘的ìtìve to 
vertical texture. In the following texture enhancement 
procedure. the comparìson of textures is based on four 
dìrections on紗， regardless of whether the texÌl紋的 are 
positive or negative. For a gìven hole point P with 
texture(的 =9妒， if A and B are two hole巾。ints 在bove and 
below λrespectively令 the following check up will be 
executed: 

Case 1 lexture(A) = texture(B) 井夕。 o

Startinεfrom 1主 ìfthese five consecutive poìnts below P are 
hol宮-points. then their teJ\:ture properties will be ex最mined.
Iftheyall have the same texture. then texture(P) is set to be 
the same as texture(A) for the homogeneity of the texture in 
the neighbouring points. 

Case 2 texlure(A) 子~ lexlure(B) 

Startìng from B司 we look for downwards hole-points that 
have similar texture to P‘ s (ì.e吋 lexture 社 900 ). Ifthere are r 
consecutive hole-points below P and Q is the farthest one 
found that has the same texture as P's. we change the 
texture for every point between P and Q to be the same as 
lexture(P). According to our tests. check for 35 points 
below P gives satisfactory results. Figure 9 shows the 
texture enhancement scheme. We only check the points 
downwards since the texture enhancement is done in 
raster-scan order processì泊在﹒

Repe挂t the tòllowin惡 process twice. one for ; 喘 1 10 n and the other for i = 心1 to-n 

if k 臨 o then Qi = Ai IlhorìzontaJ din母ction

if k 90 then Qi 站 Bi 11、.ertical dîrection 

if k = 45 then Qi = Ci Ildiagonal towards northeastern (southwestern) direction 

if k= 135 thenQi Di Ildia章。n泌的研ards southeastern (northwestern) direction 

if Paralla>:(Q;) 空 (Para/lCD試P) 一 Tl1Z) and ISobe九(Q，)I> Th3 then Sek(Q;) 1 
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Figure 9 The texture enhancement scheme (see online version for colours) 
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3.5 Holefilling 

The virtual left image r now can be created according to the 
parallax value on each point. Let r be the point on l' 
corresponding to P of the original image I and the 
texture/parallax infonnation of P" be inherited from P if 
there is any. Holes are presented on those hole-points 
detected before. As previously discussed, if P is a hole 
point, then parallax(P) > parallax(Q) with Q is the right 
neighbour of P. Then the width of the hole between points 
rand Q' on the warped image r is 

W(P) = parallax(Pj- parallax(Q). (6) 

Assume W(P) wand these points are H" ... , II" located 
between rand Q'. The contents of point Hi are absent 
since they are newly exposed. However, they can be 
regarded as an extension of the background point P. 
Therefore, parallax(f1;) and leXtllre(lft) are set to be the 
same as P's as shown in Figure 10. Then IIi can be filled 
according to its texture direction. The holt!-filling method is 
processed as follows: 

W(P) = 1: 

Since it is hard to notice visually, thus the hole content 
is simply the average of P' and Q'. 

2 W(P) > 1 and lext!lre( P) t (j: 

The ideal content for II, would be the same as the 
content of a background point located on the direction 
of texture(P). Without loss ofgenerality, let us assume 
texture(P) = kJ with k 90°. By looking upwards 
(direction k\) from H;, ifC is the first point 
encountered with the conditions in (7) satisfied, then 
the content of Hi is set to be the same as C's as shown 
in the Figure 11. 

(Content of C is not absent) 

and (7) 

(parallax(Ci ):::: parallax(H, )-1), 

Figure 10 Hole texture detection process 

iftcxture(FJ "" k I 

---r-----. 

i Original Image 

JImage Warping 

Virtual left image 

Hole size of w,,,,ith texture kl 

Figure 11 Ilole-Filling process (k = 90° in this case) 

With 
texturek~ 

With 
texturek1 

positive negath'e 

3 The rest of the cases: 

If H, belongs to this case, then either fexture(H;) = 0 or 
fexfure(H,) ::f. abut no suitable background points are 
found. This is because they are missing apparent andlor 
consistent texture, Thus, we suggest using the simple 
horizontal mirror method. Assume H], Hz, .. " Hw, are 
consecutive points not yet filled. Towards the left of III. 
we look for consecutive background points C10 C2, .... 

C,., with the conditions in (8) satisfied. As described in 
Figure 12, H10 H2, ... , Hw, are filled by the following 
rule: 
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Figure 會 The texture enhancement scheme (see online versio沿街r colours) 
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3.5 Holefilling 
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The virtualleft image r now can be created according to the 
paralla.x value on each point. Let r be the point on l' 
corresponding to P of the original im總e 1 在nd the 
texture/pa紹la.x information of p" be inherited :from P if 
there is any. Holes are presented on those hole-points 
detected before. As previously discussed , if P is a hole 
point, then paralla寬(P) > parall俑:(Ql with Q is the right 
neighbour of P. Then the width of the hole betwe叩 points

r and Q' on the warped ima忍e r is 
W伊)= pαranω( 1')- parallax(Ql. (6) 

Assume W(P) 盟 w and these points are H" ...‘ 11", located 
between r and Q'. The contents of point Hi are absent 
since they are newly exposed. However, they can be 
regarded as an extension of the background point }\ 
Therefore, paran織可11;) and leXtllre(lft) are set to be the 
same as P' s as shown in Figure 10. Then 11; can be filled 
ac∞rding to its texture direction. The holt!-filling method is 
processed as follows: 

W(P) = 1: 

Since it is hard to notice visually , thus the hole content 
is simply the 在verage of P' and Q'. 

2 W(P) > 1 翻d lext!lre(f兮其 â:

The ideal content for 11, would be the same as the 
content of a back怠round point located on the direction 
oftexture(均每 Without loss 0 1' generaIi紗， let us assume 
texture(P) = k1 with k 900

• By looking upwards 
(direction k\) :from 月， if C is the first point 
encountered with the conditions in (7) sa討論叫， then 
the content of H; is set to be the same as C's as shown 
in the Figure 11. 

(Content of C is not absent) 

and (7) 

(pαrallax( C; );::: parallaλr(H， )一 1).

Case2: 

S酷綜復過蚓、

重四師ÌIlts

-一一句叫“如ω一句，

Figure 10 Hole texture detection process 

iftcxtw甘(P) =k1

Hole sìze of w '\vith t.仿'ture k1 

Figure 11 Ilole-Filling process (k 盟 900 ìn this case) 

凹

positíve 
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texturek1 

3 The rest of th臨時5的:

\\有th

texturek、

negati\'e 

lf H, belon忍s to this case‘ then either textUl咐爪) =å or 
texture(H,) ::f. ð but no suitable background points are 
found. This is because they are mi里sing apparent andlor 
consistent texture. Thus, we sug諒自t using the simple 
horizontal mirror method. Assume H], Hz, ..., H，們 are

consecutive points not yet fi Iled. Towards the left of /1 1‘ 
we look for consecutìve background points Ch C2, ...‘ 
(守門 with the conditions in (8) satis行ed. As described in 
Figure 吟，丸，鈍， ..可 Hw， are fi Iled by the folIowi時

rule: 
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If r > w: 

Hi =CH for i = I, 2, .... w; 

If r::S; w: (8) 

for i 1, 2, ... , r -I; 


for i =r, r + \, ..., w. 


Experimental results 

The experimental results of the proposed method are 
presented in this section. The operating system used is 
2.40 GHz Pentium Dual-Core processor and 512 MB RAM. 
The simulation compliers used are MA TLAB 6.0 and 
Eclips. We tested three pairs of sequences. All image 
resolution is 463 x 370 pixels available on Middlebury 
stereo datasets ( http://vision.middlebury .edulstereo/data). 
The proposed method is compared with three other 
D1BR-based methods: Sym (the depth image is smoothed by 
symmetric Gaussian: Tam et a\.. 2004): AS,vm (the depth 
image is smoothed by asymmetric Gaussian; Zhang and 
Tam, 2005): edge (the depth image is edge-oriented 
smoothed by Lee and Effendi (2011). The evaluation is 

based on subjective visual quality and objective PSNR 
evaluation of depth images. 

4.1 Parameter setting 

Because 640 x 480 pixels is the common image resolution 
which results in the maximum totalyarallax of 5% x 640 
32 pixels, thus we also take this value for our experiment. 
This means the maximum parallax for the left/right image is 
32/2 16 pixels. 

In the parallax correction stage, we observed that the 
parallax differences between the background and 
foreground points near the object boundary are usually 
within 25% of the maximum of the parallax value. Thus, we 
set Tho as 4 25% x 16). On the other hand, if the 
background point is a noise then its parallax value must be 
very large. Therefore, we set Thl to be 85% of the 
maximum parallax value which is 13.6 (= 85% x 16). 

We set the threshold values in the hole region detection 
stage (Th:) to l. In the texture detection stage, the Sobel 
threshold (Th) search number of texture (n) and the sum of 
Sek (Th4 ) are 90, 20 and 15, respectively. 

Figure 12 The horizontal mirror method to fill the hole (brown colour: foreground pixels: pink colour: background pixels) (see online 
version for colours) 

r>w rsw 

Vinualldt Wlagt' mmm II If. Jl !l \1nuallefl imag. 

After Hot~ Filling After Hole filling 

Figure 13 Processed depth image and corresponding virtual left image of 'interview' sequence. (a) original non-smoothing 
(b) Sym: symmetric Gaussian smoothing (c) Asym: asymmetric Gaussian smoothing (d) edge: edge-oriented smoothing 
(e) proposed (see online version for colours) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Direction hole抖的得 methodfor a 3D view generator 

If r > w: 

Hi=C抖I for i = 1, 2, .... w; 

Ifr ::S; w: (8) 

r C川 for i 1 ， 2，..吋 r-I:
H. =~ 

I CUmodrH 必r i = r , r + 1, ..., w. 

4 ExperimentaJ results 

The experiment議1 resu\ts of the p的posed method are 
pr的ented in this section. The operating system used is 
2.40 GHz Pentium Dual-Corεprocessor and 512 MB RAM. 
The simulation compliers used are MA TLAB 6力 and

Eclips. We tested three pairs of sequences. AI1 image 
resolution ís 463 x 370 pixels available on Middlebury 
stereo datasets ( http://vísion.middlebury .edu/s給reo/data).

The proposed method is compared with three other 
D1B矢.-based methods: Sym (the depth image is smoothed by 
symmetr父 Gaussian: Tam et al.. 2004): 必是'ym (the depth 
image is smoothed by asymmetric Gaussian: Zhang and 
Tam、 2005): “在吉拉 (the depth image is edge關oriented

sm∞thed by Lee and Effendi (2011). The evaluation is 
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based on subjective visual qua1ity and objective PSNR 
evaluation of depth images. 

4.1 Parameter setting 

Because 640 x 毒草o pixels is the common image resolution 
which results in the maximum totalyarallax of 5% x 6毒。
32 pixel草， thus we also take this value for our experiment. 
This means the m假imum para'"做為r the leftlright image is 
32/2 點 16 pixe1s. 

In the parallax correction sta肘， we observed that the 
paral1ax differences between the background and 
foreground points near the object boundary are usually 
within 25% of the m糾mum ofthe para'"αx value. Thus, we 
set Tho as 4 25% x 16). On the other hand, if the 
background point is a noise then its paraUωvalue must be 
very large. Therefore, we set Th l to be 85% of the 
maximum parallαxvalue 泊ich is 13.6 (= 85%)( 16). 

We set the threshold values in the hole region detection 
stage (Th:l to l. In the texture detection stage‘ the Sobe/ 
threshold (Th3 ) search number oftexture 你) and the sum of 
Sek (Th4 ) are 90, 20 and 15, respectively. 

Fig祖re 12 The horizontal mirror method to fill the hole (brown colour: “給ground pixels: pink colour: back惡round pixelsl (給e online 
、 ersion for colours) 
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Figure 13 Processed depth image and correspondin草 virlualle t1: image of'intervÎew' sequ叫ce. 紛) ori惡inal non-smoothin鑫
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村I proposed (see online 問rsÎon for ∞!ours) 
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Figure 14 Processed depth image and corresponding virtual left image of 'cones' sequence, (a) original non-smoothing 
(b) Sym: symmetric Gaussian smoothing (c) Ssym: asymmetric Gaussian smoothing (d) edge: edge-oriented smoothing 
(e) proposed (see online version for colours) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 15 Processed depth image and corresponding virtual left image of'arf sequence, (a) original non-smoothing (b) Sym: symmetric 
Gaussian smoothing (c) Asym: asymmetric Gaussian smoothing (d) edge: edge-oriented smoothing (e) proposed (see online 
version for colours) 

(a) (b) (c) 

4.2 Subjective evaluation 

Figure 13 demonstrates the left image of the 'interview' 
sequence. We can find that symmetric Gaussian smoothing 
(Tam et aI., 2004) generates a lot geometric distortion near 
the vertical object boundary in the virtual left image. 
Asymmetric Gaussian smoothing (Zhang and Tam, 2005), 
edge-oriented smoothing (Lee and Effendi, 2011) and our 
method can avoid most of the geometric distortion. 

Figure 14 demonstrates the left image of the 'cones' 
sequence. Because the vertical texture feature is not obvious 
in this image and the original depth image has a lot of noise, 
a smoothing filter on the whole depth image, as with 
symmetric or asymmetric Gaussian smoothing, will be the 
best method for this image. 

Figure 15 demonstrates the left image of the 'art' 
sequence. We can find that symmetric smoothing also has 
some geometric distortion problems in the crayon box and 

(d) (e) 

cones. Asymmetric smoothing performs the best. The 
results of edge-oriented smoothing also avoid most of the 
geometric distortion, but it has some colour penetration 
problems in the white wall. The proposed method uses 
texture direction to fill the hole, so the image looks more 
natural in the white wall. 

4.3 Objective evaluation 

We also evaluate the PSNR value for the depth images. The 
MSE and PSNR values are calculated as follows: 

255
2 

)PSNR 10 .foglO ( MSE 

1 W H , (9) 

with MSE =--L2)Dorig (x, y)-Dmethod(x, y)t ' 
H·W x=l y=l 
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Figure 14 Processed depth image and correspondin萃 virtualleft image of ‘cones' sequence，你) original non-smoothing 
(b) Sym: symmetrìc Gaussian smoothi鈴皂 (c) Ssym: 誰symmetric Gaussian smoothing (d) edge: ed軒-oriented smoothin惡
(e) proposed (see onJìne version for colours) 

(a) (b) (c) (這) (e) 

Figure 15 Processed depth image and corresponding vîrtual left ima在eof ‘關‘ sequence， (a) origi叫 non惜noothing (的 Sym: symmetric 
Gaussian smoothìng (的 Asym: asymmetric Gaussian smoothin車 (d) edge: edge-oriented smoothin草收) proposed (see online 
凹的ion for colours) 
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4.2 Subjective evaluation 

Figure 的 demonstrates the left image of the ‘ interview' 
sequence. We can find th轟t symmetric Gaussian smoothing 
仔紅n et 瓜， 2004) generates a lot geometric distortion near 
the vertical object boundary in the virtual \eft image. 
Asymmetric Gaussian smoothing (Zhang and Tam, 2005), 
edge-oriented smoothing (Lee and Effendi, 2011) and our 
method can avoid most ofthe geometric distortion. 

Figure 14 demonstrates the left image of the ‘cones' 
sequence. Because the vertical texture fe在ture is not obvious 
in this imaεe and the original dep必 image has a lot of noise, 
a smoothing fi)ter on the whole depth image, as with 
symmetric or asymmetric Gaussian smoothing, will be the 
best method for this image. 

Figure 15 demonstrates the \eft image of the 'a況，

sequence. We can find that symmetric smoothing also has 
some geometric distortion problems in the crayon box and 

(c) (d) (e) 

cones. Asymmetric smoothing performs the best. The 
results of edge-oriented smoothing also avoid most of the 
geometric distortion, but it has some colour penetration 
problems in the white w車11. The proposed method uses 
texture direction to fill the ho始， so the image \ooks more 
naturaI in the white wa抖，

4.3 Objective evaluation 

We also eva\uate the PSNR value for the depth images. The 
MSE and PSNR values are calcu\直是ed as follows: 
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where Dong is the original depth map, Drnefhod is the depth 
map modified by the indicated method, and Hand Ware the 
length and width of the image. respectively. The formula 
indicates that if the depth image suffers serious damage, 
then the PSNR value will be low. The experimental results 
(Table 2) show that smoothing filters on the whole depth 
image reduces the depth image quality. Thus. symmetric 
and asymmetric smoothing methods lead to low PSNR 
values. Our method modifies the depth values in regard to 
correction and enhancement only. so we can retain most of 
the depth information with the best PSNR values. The 
PSNR values of Lee's method fall between the smoothing 
method and ours, as the principle smoothing applied on the 
hole-points possess vertical texture. 

Table 2 The PSNR values on depth images 

Interview Art Cones 

S)m. 20.75 21.21 21.91 

Asym. 19.85 19.64 21.10 

Edge 31.46 28.66 28.18 

Proposed 36.02 35.82 31.89 

In addition to the good visual quality in the warped image 
and high PSNR values in the depth image. our method does 
not require large window-size convolution computation and 
thus is computationally efficient. 

5 Conclusions 

Solving the 'hole' problem caused by disocclusion is very 
critical in the DIBR of 3D images. Smoothing a given depth 
map to reduce "holes' in size and number is a simple and 
effective solution. However. computational cost and depth 
information degradation come along with the smoothing 
procedure. The proposed method is designed to be 
computationally efficient as well as preserve most of the 
depth information. First, the depth map is corrected by 
MODE operation since available depth maps are prone to 
having noises. Expected 'holes' are located and texture 
infonnation is detected then. Since human vision is sensitive 
to vertical tell.1ure. a vertical texture enhancement is further 
applied on the depth map. Then. the hole-filling process can 
be executed according to the detected texture information. 
We validate our method by comparing it to existing 
methods. The generated virtual left images have few 
geometric distortions and retain most of the depth 
information. Our method does not require large kernel 
convolution computation as is necessary in smoothing 
schema. Thus. it has the advantage of computational 
efficiency. 

In the future. we will concentrate in applying the 
proposed method to transform conventional 2D movies into 
3D movies. Also, we will study adjustable thresholds to 
facilitate more general application of the proposed method. 
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where D"月 is the original depth map, Dme，f.叫 is the depth 
map modified by the indicated method, and H and 紗. are the 
length and width of the ima鑫e. respectively. The formula 
Ìndicates that if the depth image suffers serious dam在那位
then the PSNR value will be low. The experimental results 
(Table 2) show that smoothin鑫 filters on the whole depth 
image reduces the depth image quali紗. Thus‘ symmetric 
and asymmetric smoothing methods lead to low PSNR 
V直lu的. Our method modifies the depth values in reg誰rd to 
correction and enhancement only‘ 50 we can retain most of 
the depth information with the best PSNR 丸ralu帥. The 
PSNR values of Lee's method fall between the smoothin學
method and ours, as the principle smoothing applied on the 
hole-points possess vertical texture. 

T晶ble 2 The PSNR values on depth ima皂es
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In addìtion to the good 計划al quality in the warped image 
在nd high PSNR v在lues in the depth image‘ our method does 
not require lar忍e window-“ze convolution computation and 
thus is computationally efficient. 

5 ConclusioI的

Solving the ‘hole‘ problem caused by disocclusion is very 
critical in the DIBR of 3D images. Smoothin惡 a given depth 
map to reduce 'holes ‘ in size and number is a simple and 
effective solution. However‘ computational cost and depth 
information degradation come along with the smoothing 
procedure. The proposed method is designed to be 
computationally efficient as we lJ as preserve most of the 
depth information. First‘ the depth map is corrected by 
MODE operation since ava i1able depth m揖ps are prone to 
having nois的. Expected 'holes‘ are located and texture 
infonnation is detected then. Since human vision is sensitive 
to vertical te ll.1ure尚 a vertical texture enhancement is further 
applied on the depth map. Then. the hole-fi \ling process can 
be executed according to the detected texture informatÎon. 
We validate our method by comparing it to existing 
methods. The generated virtual left images have few 
geometric distortions and retain most of the depth 
information. Our method does not require large kernel 
convolution comput在:tion 的 is necessary in smoothing 
schema. Thus. it has the advantage of computational 
efficiencv. 

I n the future‘ we will concentrate in applying the 
proposed method to tr如sform conventional 2D movies into 
3D movies. Also, we will study adjust在ble thresholds to 
facilitate more general application ofthe proposed method. 
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